East Iceland
Structural Fund

Guidelines and good advice

Purpose of these guidelines

Enhance the potentials
for the application

Better
applications

Increased proficiency
in writing applications

Reduce imperfect, defective
or invalid applications

IMPORTANT

East Iceland’s Structural
Fund is a competitive fund.

Applications and projects are
compared on a competitive basis
by both a board of experts (fagráð)
and an allocation committee
(úthlutunarnefnd).

No more than 50%
of your budget can
be funded.

Keep in mind for application

Credibility matters
The application must
convince the granting
committee that the
project can be done
and has intended effects.

Skills
Demonstrate that
applicants are skilled
to carry out the project.

Realism & Accuracy
Goals are achievable
and the implementation
is clear.

Positivity and optimism
It is obvious that you
care about the project
and have faith in it.

Preparations
Give yourself time.
Do not start writing the
application on the last day
of the application deadline.

Read the allocation rules.

Get others to work with you.

Read all relevant data,
e.g. appraisal form (points) and
Sóknaráætlun Austurlands

Please review the application form
before you begin
• Consider how to fill out
individual items.
• It may be good to write the
application in Word or another
word processor before filling in
the electronic form.

Read the application carefully
before it is submitted.

Relevant documentation

Earlier
Allocations

Find relevant documentation
before deciding whether work
and time is worth your while or
fits your project

Appraisal
form/Points

Allocation
Rules

Sóknaráætlun
Austurlands

Allocation Rules
Uppbyggingarsjóður funds:
• cultural activities.
• industrial/business development
and innovation projects.
• provides funding for operating
costs for cultural affairs.

Read the allocation rules
• check if your project fits in
that framework

Check local priorities in Sóknaráætlun
• refer to them in the application
as appropriate.

Application process
Applications are first read
and graded by a board of experts

The Structural Fund’s allocation
committee makes a final decision

Expert board/Allocation committee read a large number of applications
in a short period of time and to grab their attention:
Use the application form
• Fill in all items/
boxes with targeted
text containing all
key information.
• Do not refer to
attached document–
ation for basic
information without
writing the requested
text.

Write a concise text
• Introduce the project,
the applicant and the
results as readers do
not know anything
about it.

Clearly point out the benefits,
outcomes and results
• (check out the
appraisal form/points
for your application).

Point out the social benefits
and constructive connections
that arise from the project.
• Members can not figure it out themselves
- Important that this is
clearly stated.

Application is electronic/web based
Application form
• Text is saved automatically.
• You can go back and forth
in the form.
• Apply using the ID number(kennitala)
of the party who receives grant
• Institution, association, company
= its official ID number
• Individual on his / her own persona
ID number project manager
• The grant is credited to the tax return
(skattaskýrsla) of the beneficiary
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Application form
• Fill in the fields marked with an asterix*
and others as appropriate.
• Make sure to use the ID number of the
official applicant.
• Various information, including age and
gender are for the collection of statistics
at a national level.
• If applying for a certain project phase of
a larger project, it is important to disclose
the total project idea, but remember the
amount of the application and the budget
applied for should only apply to the project
phase carried out with in 12 months from the
date of allocation. The same applies to the
estimated start and end of the project.
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General information

Clear project description
Keep the text simple and clear.
• Anyone who reads must understand
the project easily.
• Avoid rhetoric and irrelevant details, without
the description losing accuracy and insight.
The first sentences of the project description should
explain the core of the project being applied for
Focus on the project itself:
• Its background, membership and history.
• Current status.
• Purpose and goals.
• Estimated yield and / or outcome.
• The expected benefits.

Aims
Short official
description
Detailed
description

Objectives and priorities
Factors that strengthen the application
• Economic and social benefits
• Innovative Value
• Specialty of the project

Harmony with the
priorities and
objectives of the fund

Food and Food
Culture - focus 2019

East Iceland Initiative
/Sóknaráætlun
- see sections 5 & 6

Check the points
sheet for reference.

Connect to Sóknaráætlun
& describe
estimated benefits

Connection to Sóknaráætlun and the
Funds priorites

Estimated
benefits

Gender ratio

Partners & academic organizations
/ professionals
Enumerate, if applicable, all involved
in the project.
• Collaborators are those who provide funding
and work for the project
• Not those whose services are only bought and
have no other part in the project.

Create attachments / documents with confirmation
of the parties concerned, emails can be used as a
confirmation of collaboration.
• Keep all confirmations in one document

Promotion
A powerful and well-considered
promotional plan strengthens
the applicvation, if applicable.

Specify how and when the grant
from the Structural Fund will be
referred to the presentation of
the project.

Logos on
Austurbrú website.

Appliccant / Project Manager
In order for the allocation committee
to evaluate the candidate / promoter’s
suitability to complete the project
successfully.
• Previous experience
• CV of the applicant
Specify a connection to East Iceland,
as appropriate
• e.g. if the person is not resident in
East Iceland.

Project planning and schedule
Project or that part of the project for which the grant
is intended should generally not be extended beyond
a year.
• For a long-term project, report the steps
in the project and request only a grant for
the part to be completed within 12 months
of allocation.
Credible timeline is important.
• Create a time schedule where the different
tasks of the project are broken down
• Beginning and end of work.
Specify the timing of the milestones, phases and
end of the project.
• When is it expected to see results, such as
when does a new company start work, when
will employees increase, when is a premiere /
opening plan or a product coming on the market.

Budget

Make a realistic estimate of the cost of the project
• Show the total cost of the project, both material
and labor costs
• Itemized expenses, divided into elements.
• Use realistic cost figures.
Detailed funding as possible:
• Income from the project (admission fee, participation
fee, sales, etc.).
• Grants
• Both grants approved and pending grant applications
(Specify requested support from Uppbyggingarsjóður
as part of the financing).
Own donation
• Separate your work contribution and direct financial contributions.

Ekki dugar að senda bara Excel skjal með fjármörgnun
og kostnaði. Fylla þarf út í formið.

The expenses and funding plan must be completed in
the application form
• You can deliver a better detailed plan using an
Excel document

Attachments
You can send attached documents if applicable.
Examples of possible documents:
• Partner Confirmation (in one document).
• The CV of the project manager and / or others in
the project, if necessary.
• Copy of necessary permissions, if applicable
• Business and / or more detailed project description in larger projects when applying for a limited phase.
• An itemized budget

Grant awards
If a grant is awarded, the
Structural Fund and the
beneficiary will make a
project agreement
• A project agreement must
be signed within 4 months
of allocation
• Assuming a project is
completed within a year
of allocation
• Assuming that a final
report is submitted within
3 months of the closing
date

The contract includes
conditions and information on:
• Payment
• Responsibility of
beneficiaries
• Reporting
• Communication with
the Structural Fund
• Foreseeable changes
to the project
• e.g. due to less funding
than the application expected

It is important that
beneficiaries announce
foreseeable changes to a
project to the Project Manager
of the Structural Fund at
Austurbrú before they are
implemented.
• The applicant is
responsible for
making the necessary
adjustments in
cases where the
premises change, eg.
regarding capital, etc.

Grants are paid out according
to the terms of the contract
and the progress of the project.
Final payouts are made when
the final report has been
submitted
You can opt out and decline
the grant awarded if
circumstances change or the
amount is not sufficient.

Please note
The signatory of the agreement is responsible to the
Structural Fund for the progress of the project.
The Fund may claim a refund if the project is not done,
it is not finished or its implementation is greatly
inconsistent from the application and contract.
Specify the Fund as a sponsor whenever possible.

Reports and payments
Grants below ISK 1 million:
• Grant is paid in two parts.
• Half (50%) is paid when a contract has
been signed.
• The second half is paid when the task is
completed and an adequate final report is
returned with copies of billed expenses.
Grants of one million ISK or higher:
• When signing a contract, 30% of the grant
amount is paid.
• On the submission of a progress reports 40%
is paid.
• Final payment (30%) takes place after
completion of a project when a final report is
completed and submitted along with copies
of invoiced expenses.

The final report must provide information on progress
and performance consistent with the plans in the application
and the terms of the agreement.
• Changes to the project and other aspects of its implementation should be reported
The final report must be understood independently
from the application
• It is not sufficient to refer to the application.

Best practices
Leitið ávallt aðstoðar ef eitthvað er óljóst.
Grants are allocated on the basis of the quality of
projects and quality of applications and according
to the rules, priorities and objectives of the fund.
The total amount of grants required is generally much
higher than the budget of the fund. Therefore, grants
are sometimes lower than requested.
Austurbrú provides assistance and
information regarding applications.
Structural fund`vs project managers
Signý Ormarsdóttir & Tinna Halldórsdóttir
www.austurbru.is
uppbyggingarsjodur@austurbru.is
Sími 470 3800

Good luck!

